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About This Game

Legend of Hand tells the story of a hero on an epic quest to find the mythical Grandmaster Hand, the one man who can restore
peace to a troubled world. Inspired by adventure classics, Far-East legends and martial arts beat 'em up games of the 80's and 90's,

this point and click adventure will take the player on a unique journey through magical lands.

STORY:

Your masters have put their trust in you to find the mythical Grandmaster Hand, an enigmatic figure who disappeared many
years ago. He is the one man capable of stopping the gathering unrest that is threatening your world. To find Hand you will need
to travel through four mysterious islands, finding clues and challenging their infamous masters - the so-called Fingers of Hand!

The masters are experts in martial arts and finding them will be not always be easy.

Your quest will take you on an epic adventure across unique islands and weird worlds where you will meet amazing friends and
terrifying foes. So many distractions await but do not forget your aim - find Grandmaster Hand to save your world and its

inhabitants!

Can you reunite a troubled world? Can you find the elusive Grandmaster Hand? Your destiny awaits...

FEATURES:
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An epic quest spanning many wonderful lands. Expect 10+ hours of gameplay!

An impressive cast of intriguing, bizarre, amusing and lovable characters. Expect to meet companions who will aid and
follow you in your adventures!

Traditional point and click adventure game elements such as puzzles, inventory system and dialogue interactions.

Unique hand drawn graphics and animations.

A turn-based RPG style fighting system that is easy to learn and fun to play. Learn new combat moves, increase your HP
and fight enemies.

Mini games galore! Many of these are skippable or optional, if mini games aren't your cup of tea!

Animated cut scenes.

Original soundtrack reflecting the atmosphere of the special worlds visited by the hero.
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Title: Legend of Hand
Genre: Adventure, RPG
Developer:
Cloak and Dagger Games
Publisher:
Cloak and Dagger Games
Release Date: 27 Sep, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel or AMD CPU

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX compatible card

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 900 MB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card

English
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Legend of Hand is a point 'n click adventure game set in the ancient far-east setting, with an unique twist - in addition to your
traditional pointing and clicking galore, LoH also features RPG elements in form of turn-based battles and character
improvements (be it either making the hero stronger or learning new combat moves). Combined with witty writing, lovely
atmosphere, interesting setting and charming art-style, LoH can be easily recommended for any adventure game fans out there!
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